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Lifeboat to Distribute OnGuard Systems’ Intelligent ID
Endpoint Security Solution
– Next generation customizable suite of continuous endpoint monitoring products correlates
real-time data and offers full 360 degree view to protect organizations from insider threats –
Shrewsbury, NJ ‒ January 12, 2016 – Lifeboat Distribution, an international specialty distributor
for virtualization, security, application and network infrastructure, and other technically
sophisticated products, today announced a distribution agreement with OnGuard Systems, the
developer of Intelligent ID, a continuous endpoint monitoring and management software solution
that protects organizations against insider threats. Lifeboat will distribute OnGuard Systems’
Intelligent ID security solution to its network of resellers in the United States and Canada.
The Intelligent ID customizable suite of monitoring products includes Data Loss Prevention,
Identity Activity, Productivity Analysis, and Infrastructure Monitoring, all working with a
Sensitive Data Crawler to locate and report where data has moved over time. By monitoring all
file and user activity at the endpoint across multiple channels and alerting administrators to
abnormal or risky behavior, Intelligent ID can stop data loss at the source, identify and control
insecure workflow practices, and protect an organization's resources and IP from misuse.
Intelligent ID is also fully compatible with VDI or Citrix environments.
“The insider threat stands as one of the top challenges facing an organization’s security. We
continue to develop additional features and components to Intelligent ID in order to create the
most comprehensive and user-friendly endpoint protection software available,” said Jim Mazotas,
CEO of OnGuard Systems. “We are excited to expand our reach in the cybersecurity market
through our distribution agreement with Lifeboat and their vast network of technology partners.”
“We’re excited that OnGuard Systems chose Lifeboat as their first North America distributor of
Intelligent ID. Intelligent ID’s scalable solution makes comprehensive coverage available for
any size organization and is a valuable addition to our security portfolio. Our partners can now
offer a cost-effective and quick-to-deploy solution to protect their customers from a multitude of
insider threats and to help ensure PCI compliance,” said William R. Botti, Executive Vice
President at Lifeboat Distribution. “Additionally, our partners also have the opportunity to
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expand the Intelligent ID sale to include installation services (once certified) to ensure their
customers can maximize the solution.”
Lifeboat will promote OnGuard Systems’ Intelligent ID solution in conjunction with the
company’s extensive line cards of security, virtualization, and network & infrastructure
management products. Resellers and managed service providers interested in offering Intelligent
ID solutions should contact Lifeboat by phone at +1.800.847.7078 (US), or +1.888.523.7777
(Canada), or by email at sales@lifeboatdistribution.com.
About Lifeboat Distribution
Lifeboat Distribution, a subsidiary of Wayside Technology Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: WSTG), is
an international value added distributor for virtualization/cloud computing, security, application
and network infrastructure, business continuity/disaster recovery, database infrastructure and
management, application lifecycle management, science/engineering, and other technically
sophisticated products. The company helps vendors recruit and build multinational solution
provider networks, power their networks, and drive incremental sales revenues that complement
existing sales channels. Lifeboat Distribution services thousands of solution providers, VARs,
systems integrators, corporate resellers, and consultants worldwide, helping them power a rich
opportunity stream, expand their margin+ services revenues, and build profitable product and
service businesses. For more information, visit www.lifeboatdistribution.com, or call
+1.800.847.7078 (US), +1.732.389.0037 (International), +1.888.523.7777 (Canada), or
+31.36.8200.236 (Europe). Follow Lifeboat Distribution on Twitter (@LifeboatVAD) and
Facebook (LifeboatDistribution).
About Intelligent ID
Intelligent ID is a multi-purpose software solution that provides continuous monitoring at the
endpoint. Features include advanced DLP (data loss prevention), infrastructure monitoring, and
productivity analysis. With its extremely lightweight agent coupled with a powerful array of
customizable tools, Intelligent ID can help stop data loss at the source, identify and control
insecure workflow practices, and protect an organization's resources and IP from misuse. As a
user activity monitor, Intelligent ID studies user behaviors to identify potential bad actors and
prevent rogue activities occurring from within the organization. For more information, visit
www.intelligentid.com.
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